
Get deep, powerful bass in more vehicles.
The Primus 1270B subwoofer enclosure pounds out resounding bass from a compact 
enclosure that fits in just about any vehicle. High efficiency combines with impressive  
power-handling for rich and satisfying performance. The 12" woofer cone and large voice coil 
work together for remarkable realism, note-perfect accuracy, and sustained bass response. 
And this enclosure’s striking good looks are matched by its ease of installation.

Features
  Compact Design

 Completely Tuned

 HARMAN Standard Reliability Testing

 Infinity at an Affordable Price

Primus 1270B Subwoofer Enclosure
Sealed slim enclosure with 12" (300mm) subwoofer
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Sealed slim enclosure with 12" (300mm) subwoofer
Primus 1270B Subwoofer Enclosure

Compact Design

The Infinity Primus slim enclosure is designed to fit in just about any vehicle with simple installation. It is 
slim, sleek, stylish, and doesn’t sacrifice on sound.

Completely Tuned

Speakers are carefully tuned to assure high SPL and low distortion. This means that the usual 
specifications as well as speaker characteristics are considered when tuning for the Infinity sound.

HARMAN Standard Reliability Testing

Infinity speakers have to undergo a rigid testing process that would destroy lesser speakers. Infinity 
freezes them, bakes them, shakes them, blasts them with ultraviolet light and drives them at full power 
for days at a time.

Infinity at an Affordable Price

This is Infinity—one of the most innovative and legendary companies in audio. Infinity is one of the 
top-selling car speaker brands in the world—obviously, this is no coincidence. 

What’s in the box:
1 x Subwoofer Enclosure

Owner’s Manual

2 x Brand Stickers

Product specifications:
  Power Handling: 300W RMS, 1200W Peak
  Sensitivity (@2.83V/1m): 91dB
  Frequency Response: 35Hz – 200Hz
  Voice Coil Diameter: 2" (50.8mm)
  Impedance: 4 Ohms


